Advantages of
the AKAH Holsters
■ Ergonomically curved for an optimal tightness to the body
■ Suitable for many belt widths and
thicknesses

since 1853

■ Right- and left-handed versions
available

2
1

■ Inner sight protection
■ Polished and sealed edges on all
leather holsters

2 TOP GUN

Each holster is produced
custom-fit for an individual
weapon. Please quote
your weapon number.
65506
from € 58,-

■ A snap fastener button provides
for gun security. This button has a
sewn-in metal reinforcement for a
guaranteed long term function
■ Most models have a distinct weapon contour
■ Custom made models by AKAH are
possible
- PLEASE CONTACT US!

1 UNDERCOVER

handmolded holsters for
gas revolvers.
65748 from € 27,90

5 DERRINGER Holster

for RÖHM Derringer. Brown buffalo
leather with vintage-look. Open at the
muzzle, thumbsnap.
65750
€ 12,50

3 QUICKFLAT Revolver

S&W

Weihrauch

SP 101

.22 l.r.

J frame 2"
J frame 3"
K frame 2 ½"
K frame 3"
L frame 2 ½"
L frame 4"
L frame 6"
Wheelgunner
L+K frame 6"
N frame 4"
N frame 6"
HW 3 2 ½"
HW 357 TTC 6"
HW 7 6"
HW 357 Hunter 3"

.043
.063
.027
.042
.062
.062
.042
.063
.042
.063
.027
.021
.042
.020 .020 .020
.031 .025 .025
.031 .031
.031 .027
.042
.061

.031

.062
.043
.063
.025
.061
.061

5

6 SPECIAL BELT BAG
for handguns
For concealed carrying of a handgun.
Draw: Left hand opens belt bag with a
special zip fastener making it possible
to quick-draw the weapon with the right
hand. Holsters for handguns or magazine
pouches can be inserted individually.
Theft prevention due to customisable
number combination. Lockable front
pocket for documents.
Belt bag for handguns, black:
66705.000
€ 78,95

4
4 Low budget

UNIVERSAL Holster

Padded holster, to wear on
the right or left side, with
put-on magazine pockets.
pistols & revolvers
small frame
63711
large frame
63712

€ 12,€ 16,-

Alarm Handguns
REVOLVER
Brand
Röhm

Accessory for belt bag:
Holster for pistols:
for P225, P226, P228, S&W 40F
66701.025
€ 15,10
Magazine pouch
66706.000
€ 9,90

Alarm Revolver

RG 59
RG 69
RG 99
Derringer
Weihrauch HW 88
HW 37

.020
.031
.042
.020
.020

65750 Derringer

Ruger

King Cobra 4"
King Cobra 6"
Python 2 ½"
Python 4"
Python 6"
GP 100
GP 141
GP 161
KGP 141
KGP 161
KSP 321
KSP 331

3

65506 Top Gun

Colt

Revolver

65748 Undercover.

Brand

65506 Top Gun

Handguns
REVOLVER

65604 Quick-Flat

Our best-selling holster boasts a
concealed hip-ride, reinforced thumb
break, sight p
 rotector and covered trigger. Black plain finish.
65604
from € 49,-

6
.000

Recommended retail price.
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AKAH Leather Beltslide Holsters
These holsters of our own German saddlery production in Gummersbach
are characterized by a great comfort. No hard plastic body or built-in plastic
blocks. All holsters are made of soft quality leather or genuine Cordura which
adjusts to the body and causes no pressure points.

2
1

3
2

1 DIPLOMAT

with thumbsnap and sight protector, black
plain finish.
right hand shooters 65620
€ 42,90
left hand shooters on request

3 Adapter plate for QUICKMAT

Our best-selling holster boasts a concealed hip-ride, reinforced thumb break,
sight p
 rotector and covered trigger. Black
plain finish.
65602
from € 50,-

5 UNDERCOVER

6

with strap, covered barrel, fits belts
up to 1¾ “, black plain finish.
65630
from € 39,50
96

Vector CP 1
S&W
Mod. 5904
Mauser
K-50
P 99
P 22

Walther

.025
.025

.023
.025

65620 Diplomat

Röhm
Umarex

65746 Undercover

Alarm
Pistol

65630 Quick-Sure

6 QUICKSURE

Brand

65602 Quick-Flat

handmolded holster. Black plain finish.
65746
from € 28,40

Alarm Handguns
PISTOLS

.025

.034
.099
.025

.099
.025

.099

Recommended retail price.

92 F
CZ 75
CZ 75 TS dualtone
CZ P-07
CZ P-09
Glock
M 17
M 19 / 23 / 26
M 20 / 21 / 22
Heckler+Koch P 7 M8
P8
P 2000
P 30
SFP 9
USP Stand. 9mmLuger
Röhm
Vector CP 1
SIG Sauer
P 220
P 225
P 226
P 228
Steyr Arms M-A1
S&W
3913
4006 / 4013
4506
5903 / 5904
5906 / 5946
6904 / 6906
Walther
P5
P 22Q .22 l.r.
P 99
P 99 + DQA
P 99 Compact 9mmL.
PK 380 9mmLuger
PPQ M2B 4"
PPS Police M2

.026
.099

.300/.301

.025

.099/.199
.300/.301

.027
.300/.301
.300/.301
.099/.199
.025
.026
.025
.026
.025

.023
.026
.025
.026
.025
.026

.025
.026
.025
.025

.025
.025

.099
.025

.025

.025

.025

.025
.025
.080
.080
.025
.080

.
.099

.080
.099
.040
.025
.025
.025
.025

.025
.099/.199

.025
.025
.025

.025

.025
.025
.099

65620 Diplomat

Pistol

65746 Undercover

Brand
Beretta
CZ

5

4 QUICKFLAT Pistol

Handguns
PISTOLS

65635 Quick-Mat

4

65630 Quick- Sure

2 QUICKMAT

Optimised holster based on the models
Quickflat and Diplomat. Thumb snap,
single-handed use.
Available in black or brown leather.
65635.0.. black leather
65635.1.. brown pull-up buffalo leather
from € 45,-

65602 Quick-Flat

for a lower and more comfortable carrying of the holster especially suitable for women. The holster Quickmat can
be applied to the adapter plate using Velcro and additionally fixed by two Velcro straps through the belt loop of the
holster.
65635.200 right hand shooters € 36,90
65635.201 left hand shooters € 36,90

.025
.025

.099/.199
.099/.199
.099/.199
.025

.025

.025
.099

.099
.025

.080
.040
.070
.025

.025

Escort
Leather
Beretta 92 F
65735
Colt
Python 2 ½"
65736
Python 4"
65737
Python 6"
65737
CZ
CZ 75
65735
CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow 65735
CZ P-09
65735
Glock
M 20 / 21 / 22
65735
M 19 / 23 / 26
65735
Hämmerli x-esse short .22lr
65735
Heckler + P-2000
65735
Koch
USP
65735
USP Compact
65735
Les Bear Premier II 1911 6" 65737
Ruger
SR 1911 4"
65735
SIG
P 220
65735
Sauer
P 225
65735
P 226
65735
P 228
65735
S&W
J frame 3"
65736
J frame 4"
65736
K frame 2 ½"
65736
K frame 3"
65736
K frame 4"
65737
K frame 6"
65737
L frame 2 ½"
65736
L frame 4"
65737
L frame 6"
65737
N frame 3"
65736
N frame 4"
65737
N frame 6"
65737
Walther P-99 + DQA
65735
Colt 1911 A1
65737
Colt 1911 Gold Cup 65737
Colt 1911 Rail Gun 65737
Handguns

Escort
Cordura
65735.500
65736.500
65737.500
65737.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65737.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65735.500
65736.500
65736.500
65736.500
65736.500
65737.500
65737.500
65736.500
65737.500
65737.500
65736.500
65737.500
65737.500
65735.500
65737.500
65737.500
65737.500

ESCORT Universal Holster

made in Germany

The universal holster for
different types of guns:
The rubber coated security snap can be moved
up and down. By fastening in the desired
height, the holster fits a variety of barrel lengths
and frames.
65734 / 35
for pistols
from €
65733 / 36 / 37 for revolvers from €

Gas arms
Röhm

RG 46
RG 56
RG 59
RG 70
RG 88
RG 89
RG 9 / 90
RG 96
RG 300
RG 600
Vector CP 1
Umarex FN GPDA
Walther P 88
P 99
PP
WeihHW 37
rauch
HW 88

Escort

27,90
25,-

Escort Escort
Leather Cordura
65733 65733.500
65733 65733.500
65733 65733.500
65734 65734.500
65735 65735.500
65736 65736.500
65734 65734.500
65735 65735.500
65734 65734.500
65734 65734.500
65735 65735.500
65735 65735.500
65735 65735.500
65735 65735.500
65735 65735.500
65733 65733.500
65733 65733.500

Escort
Leather

Escort
German
patent number
G 29 516 972.9

SHOULDER HOLSTER
SYSTEM
German patent number 9707093

■ Mod. "Cordura" and "Quick Draw" provide excellent concealment and lightweight comfort.
■ Vertical and horizontal carrying options enable a variety of
applications. Both sides can be equipped with devices for
cellphones, batons, cuffs etc.
■ The gun is protected by a steel cover and additionally secured
by an adjustable security strap.
■ Outside and offside fastenings are elastic with Velcro straps.
■ Our selling teams offer advice with alternatives.

COMBINATION Shoulder Holster

for digital radio

■ Holster with additional security due to
a webbing with snap button.
■ Shoulder holster with modified drawing angle.
■ Shoulder holster available in three
different sizes.
■ Size adjustment due to a plastic quick
slide instead of Velcro.
■ Belt fixation with special suspender
clips and flexible straps.
■ At the digital radio: Cable channel for
wiring, microphone etc.
65848.001 Size 1 115-175 cm
65848.002 Size 2 175-190 cm
65848.003 Size 3 190-205 cm
from € 139,50
Recommended retail price.

CORDURA

Lightweight soft-holster, spider
web harness with leather ammo
carrier. The spider web harness is
fully adjustable in height. Ambidex
trous design can be used by both
right and left handed shooters.
for Pistol 65842 from € 86,90

QUICK DRAW

Made of finest sleek or velour
leather. The holster is open at
the bottom and has a detachable security strap.
Adjustable harness for Pistol
65905
from € 139,50

ATTENTION:
Based on this Combination Shoulder Holster, new concepts were developed, in which
already produced belt holsters, magazine pouches or cuff cases can be integrated in
addition to the plain shoulder holster. DGM registered.

Find more products under www.tactical24.com.
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BALLISTIC SHIELDS
for police and security forces

BALLISTIC SHIELD

for police, security & armed forces:
long, transparent
German utility patent

Police-shield, patented, according to police standards
October 2010 / revision February 2010 (Deutsche Hochschule der Polizei). The developed protective shield made
of polycarbonate is characterized by a particularly high energy consumption (shock absorption) and also offers very
good protection against pointed objects due to its shape.
Material thickness: 3 mm or 4 mm.
Effective protection area: 950 x 550 mm / 22" x 362".
Suitable for right- and left-handed users due to cross handle. Different colour available on request.
29760

Price on request.

Round POLICE-SHIELD
Model "Swiss"

Anti-riot shield for police forces. It can also be used
to a certain extent to stop and push off disturbers.
Diameter: 710 mm +/- 10 mm
Material of the shield: polycarbonate
Material thickness: 4 mm polycarbonate,
Weight: 2,6 kg
29762

Price on request.

INFECTION PROTECTION PANES
Due to the current situation, the certified
manufacturer of ballistic shields KELLCO
produces infection protection panes as
spitting and cough protection against the
corona virus for you in the shortest possible
time. These infection protection panes are an
effective barrier against pathogens that are
transmitted by droplet infection. Protect your
employees against the SARS-COV-2 virus.
There are different versions of corona protection panes available.
Standard material thickness: 5 mm
The corona protection pane "table model"
can be installed loosely and has an additional lateral shielding.
The panes are:
• transparent
• made of high-performance plastic
• good resistance to disinfectants
(unlike conventional PLEXIGLAS® sheets)

Table model without pass-through
29771.001 HxW 90 x 50 cm
29771.002 HxW 90 x 75 cm
29771.003 HxW 90 x 100 cm

€ 125,€ 150,€ 160,-

Table model with pass-through (30x20 cm)
29771.004 HxW 90 x 50 cm € 125,29771.005 HxW 90 x 75 cm € 150,29771.006 HxW 90 x 100 cm € 160,-

Detachable model
29773.001 HxW 75 x 95 cm
29771.002 HxW 65 x 75 cm

Detachable model with pass-through (30x20 cm)
29773.003 HxW 75 x 95 cm € 139,29771.004 HxW 65 x 75 cm € 125,-

Universal CORDURA

DROP LEG HOLSTER

98

The universal drop leg holster is made of CORDURA and can be used for a variety of pistols
(with or without laser light module LLMS) due to
its adjustability of width and height.

Enabling secure fastening there are two adjustable thigh straps which can be opened easily
due to a plastic buckle and a part made of elastic
band, providing optimal wear comfort.

The pistol can be secured in the holster by a hasp
and an additional elastic band. Underneath the
adjustable belt loop is a plastic buckle, enabling
an easy removing of the holster quiver. The height
of the holster is adjustable.

65785

Recommended retail price.

€ 89,-

€ 139,€ 125,-

AKAH DUTY BAG & SLINGS
for H&K MP5

Duty bag

for HK MP5
Made of 3mm thick Cordura foam. The weapon (MP5 or similar) can be fixed
and secured in the bag with 3 Velcro straps. External pocket with cover flap for
3 straight or curved magazines (single slot for each magazine).
Dimensions: WxHxD 56x29x3,5 cm
Weight: 490 g
69290.006 black
€
69290.005 cobalt blue
€

89,89,-

CORDURA Magazine Pouches

for HK MP5
made of original Cordura for straight or curved
MP5 magazines, linked with die holding clamp.
Clasp with velcro system. Back side with
modular MOLLE system.

SINGLE Magazine Pouch
(without picture)
for one MP5 magazine.
66214.004 € 23,-

DOUBLE Magazine Pouch
for two MP5 magazines.
66214.003 € 36,-

since 1853
Single Point Sling for HK MP5
maximum comfort, handy and quick adjustment
with revolving snap hook, individually adjustable
padding. Adjustable in length with plastic slider.
Two elastic areas (expanders) above snap hook.
65912.500

€ 45,80

Two Point Sling for HK MP5
With revolving snap hooks. Individually adjustable
padding. Quickly adjustable in length with elaborate two way system. Two expanders above snap
hooks. Shoulder support can be inserted in front.
€ 75,65913.000

reas

tic a

elas

Variable
SECURITY HOLSTER
with TWO-STAGE-SAFETY
patented

The security holster, built in a laminated
construction way, is characterized by the following advantages:
■ Holstering the gun can be done as usual

Foldable loop

in 4 different length
available

■ Self-locking inside security to secure the
weapon against loss or theft. Additional
security on top.
■ The weapon can be pulled from the
holster in a usual fluid motion.
■ Preformed

■ Hinged bar can be
screwed on the holster,
providing an optimal wearing position.
■ Available in four different
lengths.
■ Especially suitable for
driving or sedentary
activities.

■ Optional carrying options.
Price on request.

Price on request.
Recommended retail price.
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TACTICAL EQUIPMENT
with multi adjustable MOLLE system
(Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment)

since 1853

MADE IN GERMANY

SERVICE BAG

This bag is made of original Cordura with a crossbody carrying
strap and back pack carrying option. Floor reinforcement with a
ground pad and 3 ground rails. The large inside pocket can be
locked and separated through a divider. Hook and Loop fasteners
on top and on side to fix nameplates or badges etc. One side pocket
can be folded up by a zip. One sidewall provides small pockets to
store equipment and the other wall is stitched with MOLLE system.
69297.200 LxWxH: 75 x 35 x 35 cm (29,5” x 13,8” x 13,8”)

€ 429,-

OPERATION VEST
Important manufacturer's notice:
This vest is made of tear proof and breathable grid fibre
providing an optimal wearing comfort and guaranteeing
heat dissipation.
It can be opened at the front with Velcro tape and two
KS locks. Size adjustment is possible with two specially
designed slides and KS lock left and right. Two shoulder
pieces allow adjustment of height. A modular MOLLE
system is stitched on front and back for a multitude of possibilities. Double layered mesh enables easy water transportation. This vest is also equipped with a rescue loop on the
outer dorsal side, immediately recognizable and attainable
by an orange signal dot.
69292.120

Different colours available on request.
Flame-retarding and IR Remission
possible. Please contact us for more
information.

€ 199,-

ACCESSORIES

5 SECURITY ATTACH

from original CORDURA - inside coated

3

1 PARAMEDIC BAG
Coated with Cordura on the
inside and divided into three
sections. Hook and Loop fastener
on the outside allow attachment
of the red cross, nameplates etc.
Optimised cap with quick release
fastener.
69292.125

€ 65,-

2 MAGAZINE POUCHES
Universal pouch for Semi Auto rifle
magazines. Coated on the inside with
Cordura. The pouch can be opened
and closed by a drawstring and a
special security lock. MOLLE system
stitched on the outside.

SINGLE Magazine Pouch
for 1 rifle magazine
69292.121 € 44,90

DOUBLE Magazine Pouch
(without picture)
for 2 rifle magazines
69292.122 € 56,90
100

5

4
1
2
3 UNIVERSAL OPERATION
BAG

4 BAG FOR DIGITAL RADIO

Made for many different application
possibilities, e.g. for carrying pistol
magazines, tools etc. The inside is
coated with Cordura and the bag can
be opened and closed by a drawstring
and a special security lock. MOLLE
system is stitched on the outside.

Original Cordura, for STP 9000.
Usable with or without clip. Elastic
sides, safety strap adjustable with
key lock. Flexible elastic band on
top. Back side with modular Molle
system. Can be customized by us
for different radio sets or for special
demands.
69916.501
€ 49,-

69292.124

€ 36,90

Recommended retail price.

Sepura STP 9000

CABLE
To secure tools, handguns, &
equipment.
No long ribbons, cords or chains
are required. The Security Attach Cables still allow an application in arm reach, are very
durable and provide a good fit.
Specifications:
■ Cable: 3.5 mm PUR black
with 0.5 mm stainless steel
braid. Ultraviolet light, oil,
alkaline solution, disinfectants and salt water resistant;
notch-resistant and suitable
down to -40° C.
■ Spiral: 17 cm closed.
Excerpt / working length 80
cm
■ with 2 aluminium carabiners 6
x 60 black
29765

€ 15,-

Upon request, this type is available in a
stable 4 mm version, in transparent coating
or with other attachments. Also holsters or
bags with directly attached spirals.

Find more products under www.tactical24.com.

5.11 TACTICAL
019 Black
019 Black
019

019

724
186

190
724

RAPID OPS SHIRT
QUANTUM TDU™ SHIRT

5.11# 72199 RAPID OPS SHIRT // BLACK (019), TDU GREEN (190), DARK NAVY (724) //
XS-3XL // € 99.95

+
+
+
+

Anti-odour
4-way stretch fabric
Double layered elbows
Hook and loop panels on sleeves

5.11# 72506 QUANTUM TDU™ LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT // BLACK (019), RANGER GREEN (186),
DARK NAVY (724) // XS-3XL // € 74.95

+
+
+
+
+

87% POLYESTER / 13% ELASTANE

3-fabric construction for maximum flexibility and durability
2-way FlexLite mechanical stretch on body
TEFLON® finish for stain and soil resistance
Hidden document ready pocket at left chest
Reinforced and water repellent panels

MAIN FABRIC: 71% POLYESTER / 29% COTTON, REINFORCEMENT PANELS: 100% POLYESTER
019 Black
019

186 Ranger Green

026

019

134

724

186

186

QUANTUM TDU ™ PANT
5.11# 74504 QUANTUM TDU™ PANT // BLACK (019),
RANGER GREEN (186), DARK NAVY (724) //
WAIST: 28-44, LEG: 30-36 // € 74.95

SOMS 3.0

+

5.11# 56476 SOMS 3.0 // BLACK (019), DOUBLE TAP (026), KANGAROO (134),
RANGER GREEN (186) // 126L // € 359.95

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

SOMS ‘Some of my Stuff’
Rugged corner guards
Reinforced, rigid ends and bottom skids
Light coloured interior
Heavy duty oversized wheels
Replaceable wheels

+
+
+

MAIN FABRIC: 71% POLYESTER / 29% COTTON,
REINFORCEMENT PANELS: 100% POLYESTER

100% NYLON

LV10 BAG

019 Black

019
053
734

3-fabric construction for maximum
flexibility and durability
2-way FlexLite mechanical stretch
TEFLON® finish for stain
and soil resistance
Ergonomic cargo pockets
Comfort waistband
Blousing straps

5.11# 56437 LV10 // BLACK (019), TARMAC (053), NIGHT WATCH (734) //
13L // € 129.95

+
+
+
+
+
+

Overall exterior dimensions: 27 x 41 x 15 cm
Total capacity: 13 litres
Padded shoulder strap
Main compartment with zippered pocket and admin panel
Expandable bottom pocket with snap closure
Grab handles

100% NYLON

Recommended retail price.
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5
1

TRUNCHEONS & BATONS

4

2

5

1

plain Rubber Truncheon
Licensed police model, leather loop
Length 40 cm, Ø 2,5 cm
29740

2 Multi-Purpose Baton MES

3

29730

Length 55 cm

3 Telescope Truncheon

€ 18,45
€ 42,-

Black, strong material, soft grip, with nylon
holster. Length: 53 / 21 cm 29751
€ 31,-

ISOMER nightstick (baton)
Glass reinforced polyester with polyurethane
coating, therefore best technical and physical
data.
Available in following dimensions:
Length/longueur Ø
from € 33,90
765 mm
70 mm 29736.001
650 mm
70 mm 29736.002
765 mm
98 mm 29736.003

4

Police Baton
Black, in accordance with the German Police
€ 50,Academy. Length: 69 cm 29735

BATON HOLDERS made by AKAH
Baton holder of extra strong
Velcro with key ring holder, fits
1,97" belts
€ 31,66431.700
Baton holder.
Black plain finish,
fits 1¾” belt
66423 € 21,90

Baton holder. Black plain finish,
with clip, for belts 1¾"
66421
€ 47,90

DUTY BELTS made by AKAH

65455

65453

since 1853
LEATHER DUTY BELT

Mod. "Nordrhein-Westfalen" with safety lock.
Reinforced belt can be attached to a normal
belt.
Width: 50 mm. Length: individually adjustable.
65453
€ 61,75

CLAMP

for leather duty belt 65453: €

DUTY BELT

Plain finish, brass or nickel buckle, full grain
leather BWB-TL 8330-003/4, handmade by
AKAH saddlers, 1¾” wide, sizes 31" - 57",
according to the specifications of German
Police
65450
from € 59,95

9,90

Double snap
keeper
For 1¾ “, 2" and 2½”
belt
65480
€ 7,95
102 Find more products under www.tactical24.com.

KEY STRAP

With double heavy duty snap
and flap for 1¾“ belt
65470
€ 18,50

CORDURA DUTY BELT

Consisting of an outer and an inner belt (linked
by Velcro material on the inside of the outer
belt). Outer belt is reinforced. Width: 45 mm
(other width also available on request). Length
individually adjustable.
short
65455.090 € 49,medium
65455.100 € 52,long
65455.110 € 58,-

KEY STRAP

for 1¾” belt
65475
€

Recommended retail price.

7,95

AKAH HAND CUFFS
& RESTRAINT CHAINS

1

1

2

CLEJUSO Mod. 9
These handcuffs are manufactured confirming requirements of
the German police guidelines TR
"Handfessel, schließbar" (10/2004
DHPol, Münster). The key can be
inserted from both sides. Available
only for police forces!
29787
€ 121,-

3

2 CLEJUSO Mod. 12 R

5

4 ALCYON

Same as 29782 yet with joint
instead of chain, weight 360g.
29784
€ 48,50
foot restraint chain: Nickel plated,
rapid locking pin, weight 880 g
29786
€ 97,50

4

6

Steel nickel plated, double lock,
weight 330 g
29782
€ 39,90

5 CLEJUSO

Steel nickel plated, double lock,
weight 390 g
29780
€ 42,-

since 1853

3 ALCYON

8

7

AKAH CUFF CASES
7 CUFF CASE Black plain

leather, extra Velcro strap for keys,
double chrome snap.
66520 fits 1¾” (45 mm) belts.
66521 for belts 50 mm (duty belt)

8 CUFF CASE "Berlin", black

plain leather, extra snap strap for
key, chrome snap, fits 1¾“ belts
66530.000

29793 S&W Mod. 100

29794 S&W Mod. 103 stainless

29795 S&W Mod. 104

€ 25,50

●

●

●

●

●

●

66521.000

€ 25,50

●

●

●

●

●

●

66524.000

€ 30,90

66530.000

€ 25,90

●

●

●

●

●

●

Cuff Cases

POUCH

For carrying 2 pairs of latex gloves
■
with Velcro
66610.001 € 16,■
with snap
66610.002 € 16,-

29797 S&W Mod. 300 with join

29784 Alcyon with join

66520.000

AKAH GLOVES POUCHES

29783 Alcyon Special

29782 Alcyon

fits for cuffs

29780 Clejuso Nr.12

Black plain leather, TL norm,
Velcro fastening, key fixed with
push button. All together an
optically very attractive new
design. Adaptable belt slot from
45 mm to 50 mm for different
belts.
66524.000

29787 Clejuso Nr.9

6 CUFF CASE

●

AKAH MAGAZINE POUCHES
LEATHER MAGAZINE POUCH
Black plain leather, fits 1¾” belts
■ soft leather
66204.099 for Walther P99
■ firm leather
66206.025 for P 225, 8 shots
66206.028 for P 228, 13 shots
66206.110 for P 8 / P10

66202

€ 17,90
€ 20,90
€ 29,90
€ 21,90

Recommended retail price.

SPEEDLOADER BOX
66206

66204

Speedloader box, fits 1¾”
66202.005
for 5 revolver shots
66202.006
for 6 revolver shots

€ 19,90
€ 19,90
103

SELF-DEFENSE POLICE - SECURITY
Electrical Stun Gun
with safety plug

29156

Power 200 and Power Max

29158

POWER Max - electrical stun gun 500,000 V is
intended for professional use for security companies, for the police, but also for anyone who
wants to effectively defend himself. Unlike the
stun gun POWER 200, which is powered by only
one 9V alkaline battery, the power supply for
model POWER Max is made up of two batteries
and therefore has a high power output. One of
the most important advantages of the stun gun
POWER Max is a hand strap with safety plug.
This hand strap hangs off the wrist and makes the
stun gun out inoperative the moment the device is
violently pulled out of hand. You are defended by
a safety fuse against unintentional discharge.

1

1

TW1000 Alarm Whistle a
A loud and shrill whistle frightens
aggressors and calls for help with
110 dB. The sound is created by
compressed air. For approx. 50 applications. Easy to use.
15 ml 29137 € 9,90 (100 ml = € 66,-)

CS / Pepper spray

2

2

Pepper Fog Lady a, b
With clip. Contains pepper extract
Oleoresin Capsicum (OC). Leads
to immediate irritation of eyes and
respiratory system and thereby
incapacitating the attacker. The
handy shape make it in any bag.
The hand clip allows you to carry
the can on your belt, thus keeping
it readily available at all times.
20 ml 29123 € 9,80 (100 ml = € 49,-)
Danger! Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised
container: May burst if heated. Causes serious eye
irritation. Causes skin irritation. May cause respiratory
irritation. Use pepper spray safely. Before use always
read the label and product information.

Technical Data:
Power 200
200.000 Volt
spec. Energy in mA2s 0,112
ieff in mA:
54
Dimensions in cm:
16,5 x 6 x 2,8
Weight incl. batteries: 215 g
Batteries (not included): 1x 9V
Stock N°
29156

Power Max
500.000 Volt
0,260
66
19,5 x 9 x 4
330 g
2x 9V
29158

Price

€ 102,80

€ 83,80

3

3

CS Anti-Attack 77000 Lady a, b
With clip. CS gas for self defence. In case
of danger direct toward the offender. Active
agent: 80 mg Ortho-Chlorbenzyliden
malononitril.
15 ml
29124
€ 7,50
(100 ml = € 50,-)
Danger! Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container:
May burst if heated. Causes serious eye irritation. Causes skin
irritation. May cause respiratory irritation. Use CS spray safely.
Before use always read the label and product information.

Warning! Pressurised container:
May burst if heated.

With panic cap.

4

CS / CN / Pepper Spray

4

PEPPER-KO FOG Spray a, b
Easy to handle. With practical belt clip. Spray
distance approx. 4 m. With unique, patented
panic cap. In case of emergency push button
(through). Prevents accidental spraying.
40 ml
29118.040
€ 6,41 (100 ml = € 16,03)
50 ml
29118.000
€ 7,47 (100 ml = € 14,94)
100 ml
29118.100
€ 16,04

6

Danger! Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May
burst if heated. Causes serious eye irritation. Causes skin irritation.
May cause respiratory irritation. May cause allergy or asthma
symptoms or breathing difficulties if inhaled. Use pepper spray safely.
Before use always read the label and product information.

5 PEPPER KO JET Spray

a, b

Klever Pepper Spray with jet spray. You can use
the jet spray on a distance up to approx. 4-6 m,
whereas the fog spray affects only on shorter
distances (up to 4 m).
15 ml b 29117.015
€ 5,19 (100 ml = € 34,60)
40 ml a, b 29117.040
€ 6,41 (100 ml = € 16,03)
50 ml a, b 29117.050
€ 7,47 (100 ml = € 14,94)
100 ml a, b 29117.100
€ 16,04

Attention! Flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May burst
if heated. Causes serious eye irritation. Causes skin irritation. Use
pepper spray safely. Before use always read the label and product
information.

6 DEFENOL-CS Spray
5
ATTENTION: In Germany PEPPER KO is only permitted to
 rotect against animals, not against humans. Take into considp
eration the legal situation in your country.

a
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Recommended retail price.

b

c

a, c

The strong chemical mace. Have your bodyguard
in your pocket. With practical carrier clip attached to
the protective cap. Small enough to fit into the palm
of a hand but big enough to tackle hairy situations.
Toxicologically harmless if applied according to
instructions. Tested for use against humans.
40 ml
29121 € 5,33
(100 ml = € 13,33)
50 ml
29122 € 6,41
(100 ml = € 12,82)
Danger! Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May
burst if heated. Causes serious eye irritation. May cause allergy or
asthma symptoms or breathing difficulties if inhaled.

Equipment for service dogs
1 BIOTHANE Collar

riveted, 32 mm width.
Collar length: 40 - 55 cm
On request with label from yellow
BioThane® for lasering.
91887
from € 28,-

1

2 BIOTHANE Lead and sling leash
19 mm width, in 4 different length usable as
lead as well as a sling leash.
Length as lead leash max. 225 cm;
As sling leash max. 180 cm.
95422.033 € 59,-

2

Designed with professional dog handlers.
Made of black BioThane® with a width of
19 mm and a length of 180 cm.
95422.032 € 39,-

3

3 BIOTHANE Lead leash

4 Training and agitation muzzle QUASI Cordura

HOLSTER
for
defence
pepper sprays

with aluminium rail reinforcement
• Very lightweight, muzzle made of
foamed original Cordura fabric
• No risk of injury
• Optimal air supply
• Drainage of dog saliva guaranteed

4

• Robust & very easy to clean

for RSG 4:
black Cordura, with pressure studs
€ 12,90
and velcro
66407.000
black leather, with pressure studs
		
66408.000
€ 9,90
for RSG 5: black leather with velcro
		
66409.100
€ 11,75
for RSG 6:
66408.003
€ 13,95

• Now also with adjustable
leather cheek strap
• With Quick Release fastener
made of stainless steel
Stock N°
96258.008

Length
to cranial hole
25-33 cm

96258.010

29-37 cm

€ 89,€ 99,-

Law Enforcement slugs Handloaded Quality
from German Hands

BRENNEKE
ATS®
Anti-TerrorSlug

BRENNEKE
EDP® Magnum
Extra Deep
Penetration

Law Enforcement Slug Ammunition
Item Calibre BRENNEKE
Bullet
No.
40644
40643
40642
40640
40641

12/70
12/76
12/70
12/70
20/70
1.4

ATS – Anti Terror Slug
EDP Magnum
Special Forces Short Mag.
Tactical Home Defense
Tactical Home Defense

BRENNEKE
THD®
Tactical Home
Defense

BRENNEKE
SFSM®
Special Forces
Short Magnum

Bullet Units/ Price
E
weight pack.
g/grs
27,5/424
38,0/586
34,0/525
28,4/440
20,5/308

5
5
5
5
5

13,70
22,50
11,00
9,00
9,00

Energy in Joule
1 Joule = 0,102 Kpm
E0
3578
4197
3451
2501
1452

E25
2594
3025
2656
1787
1149

Warning. Fire or projection hazard. Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks,
open flames and other ignition sources. No smoking. Keep only in original
container. Fight fire with normal precautions from a reasonable distance.

E50
1843
2269
2100
1394
961

E75
1338
1837
1748
1167
841

Velocity in
m/sec
E100
1032
1569
1517
1008
745

V0
512
470
450
420
381

V25
436
399
395
355
339

V50
367
346
351
314
310

V75
313
311
320
287
290

Point of Impact in cm
to Sight Line
V100
275
287
298
267
273

0m
-2,0
-2,0
-2,0
-2,0
-2,0

25 m 50 m 75 m 100 m
+2,2 +3,1 -0,5 -10,4
+0,9
0 -6,0 -18,3
+1,0
0 -5,9 -17,6
+1,4
0 -7,6 -22,3
+1,6
0 -8,1 -23,6

Brenneke Law Enforcement Slugs only available in Germany!
Recommended retail price.
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TACTICAL

CONTAGRIP®
SOLE SYSTEM

- Light and Athletic

Winding alleys; rough, open terrain and dark buildings:
these are the places on challenging assignments where
the boots and shoes in this group feel their best. Extremely
light, flexible, ideal for sprinting and very torsionally stable, these shoes protect the feet and provide the greatest
possible security on all types of assignment. Waterproof
leather, GORE-TEX® lining, Air-Active® footbed, Meindl
CONTAGRIP® Trail sole.

560

1

20

1. Heel stabilizer
2. EVA-midsole
3. Nylon insole throughout with
joint support
4. Contagrip®-rubber tread

2

480

3

14

450

1 Black Cobra GTX®
Size 3,5-12
86422

4

€ 240,-

2 Black Anakonda GTX®

560

Size 3,5-12
86418

20

€ 210,-

3 Black Python GTX®
Size 3,5-12
86417

€ 190,-

4 Black Boa GTX®
Size 3,5-12
86423

€ 240,-

CONSTRUCTION

LIGHT COMBAT BOOT

Foam for perfect foot fit

Protective Upper- High Degree of Comfort

GORE-TEX® lining

These boots carry heavy loads through every type of terrain:
They don't mind scree, sand, hard ground, high temperatures
or even wet conditions. The high degree of torsional stability in
the cushioned sole with a high-grip tread provide great toughness in both the upper and sole. The very light construction
provides intelligent air circulation at high temperatures.

Removable footbed
Nylon inner sole
EVA-midsole

Desert Fox

leather lasting board

Suede/Mesh, Clima lining, Air-Active® footbed, Meindl Multigrip® sole.
Size 3,5-12/13-15
86413 from € 170,-

20

Rubber grip sole

KAMPFSTIEFEL
LEICHT

740

740
106

Recommended retail price.

20

Waterproof leather and Mesh.
GORE-TEX® lining, Air-Active®
footbed, Meindl Multigrip® MHT
sole.
86420 Size 5-12/13,14
from € 260,-

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin.

Anti-static
Air cushion
Resistant to oil,
petrol and acids

-LEISTENKONZEPT
-LAST CONCEPT

Shock absorber

Im Vergleich zu einem Trekking-Leisten hat dieser Comfort fit®-Leisten
Upper height
eine stärker ausgeprägte Rolle. Der Widerstand wird geringer, das Abrollen
leichter.
Approx. wt per boot
Women's
Compared to a trekking last, this Comfort fit® last-LEISTENKONZEPT
has a more distinct
roll.styles UK size 4,5
Resistance is lower and the roll-off is easier.
-LAST CONCEPT
Men's styles - UK size 8
Im Vergleich
zu einem Trekking-Leisten hat dieser Comfort fit®-Leisten
1 Der Ballenpunkt
ist
2 das Abrollen
1
eine stärker ausgeprägte Rolle. Der Widerstand
wird geringer,

stärker ausgeformt
leichter.
The area around
the ball of the
Compared
to a trekking last, this Comfort fit® last has a more distinct roll.
foot is more widely
moulded
Resistance is lower and the roll-off is easier.

POLICE

Comfortable and secure

2 Geradestellung der Großzehe,

-LEISTENKONZEPT
- Last
concept
-LAST
CONCEPT

um den Druck am Ballen
1
1. more widely
moulded
auszuschließen Der Ballenpunkt ist
2
1
stärker
ausgeformt
Vergleich
zu einem
Trekking-Leisten hat dieser Comfort
fit®-Leisten
area
the
ball
The Im
big
toearound
is in a straight
The
area
around
the
ball
of
the
of the
foot outausgeprägte
eine
stärker
Rolle. Der Widerstand wird geringer, das Abrollen
position
to
rule
pressure
foot is more widely moulded
leichter.
on the
ball of the foot

Fit is critical in boots and shoes that are worn all
day. Our styles are characterised by our last concept in combination with a special footbed and
cushioning sole structure. The quality workmanship
guarantees excellent fit and comfort.

2. straight position of the

Compared
a trekking der
last,Großzehe,
this Comfort fit®
Geradestellung
big toe 2 to
3 • breitere Basis (Stand)
den Druck
Resistance um
is lower
andam
theBallen
roll-off is easier.

last has a more distinct roll.

• mehr
Volumen
3. broad
baseauszuschließen
(footing)
• Broad
(footing)
The big toe is in a straight
andbase
more
volume
• More volume position to rule out pressure
1 Der Ballenpunkt
istthe foot
on the ball of

stärker ausgeformt
3 • breitere
The area
aroundBasis
the (Stand)
ball of the
• mehrwidely
Volumenmoulded
foot is more

3

2

1
3

• Broad base (footing)
• More volume

2 Geradestellung der Großzehe,

um den Druck am Ballen
auszuschließen Wachdienst HS
The big toe is in aWaterproof
straight
leather, GORE-TEX® lining, Air®
position to rule out
pressure
footbed, Meindl Comfort Walker sole.
Active
Size 6-12/13-15
on the ball of the86406
foot
for men
from € 190,480
86407
Size 3,5-8
3 • breitere Basis (Stand)
3
for women
from € 190,• mehr Volumen
• Broad base (footing)
• More volume

520

14

Police Trek GTX®
Waterproof leather,
GORE-TEX® lining, Air-Active® footbed, Meindl Comfort
Walker sole.
86412
Size 5-12/13-15
for men
from € 210,86411
Size 3,5-9
for women

€ 210,-

Contains non-textile parts of animal origin.

MEINDL Socks Magic

Tough yet comfortable, suitable for everyday use but copes with trekking and sports.
Reinforced heel and cushioned sole with
ventilation channels.
60% polyester, 30% cotton, 8% polyamide,
2% elastane.
Size: 1 (36-39), 2 (40-43), 3 (44-47)
85511
€ 18,90

Recommended retail price.

Find more products under www.tactical24.com.
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TERMO SAFE

SAFE ORIGINAL

SAFE LIGHT

Composition: 58% modacrylic, 24% viscose,
16% cotton, 2% anti-static
Temperature: -15°C - 10°C
Weight: 240 g/m2

Composition: 49% modacrylic, 29% viscose FR,
15% cotton, 5% polyamide, 2% anti-static.
Temperature: 0°C - 35°C
Weight: 150 g/m2

Washing instruction: machine wash 60°C
Use:
TERMO SAFE ORIGINAL is a flame-resistant grade, suitable
for use when activity levels vary between high and low. Perfect
Comfort with flame-resistance. SAFE ORIGINAL meets the
requirements of EN 531 A, B1 and C1, EN 1149-3, EN 471,
EN 1611, EN 61482-1-2..

Washing instruction: machine wash 60°C
Use:
Termo Safe Light are the perfect undergarments for those requiring
flame-resistance when working in extremely hot environments. Termo
Safe Light keeps you both cool and warm, depending on the physical activity level. Perfect Comfort with flame-resistance. Safe Light
meets the requirements of EN 14116-3/5.

Polo Zipper

Polo Zipper

Top long sleeve

Colours:

Long johns
with fly

Top long sleeve

Colours:

Long johns
without fly

Long johns without fly

ORIGINAL HEAVY
Composition: 70% polypropylene, 24% wool, 6% polyamide.
Temperature: -40°C - 5°C
Weight: 120 g/m2 , 270 g/m2
Washing instruction: machine wash 60°C
Use:
TERMO ORIGINAL is best
suited for those who spend long
periods outdoors, where physical activity is interspersed with
inactivity at temperatures between -40° and -5°. The unique
channel terry
cloth material quickly wicks
moisture away from the body
and the longitudinal channels
allow air to circulate to keep you
warm. Special permanent odour
control to keep you fresh and
warm.

Polo Zipper

Colours:
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Recommended retail price.

Long johns with fly

Top Round neck

Long johns without fly

Find more products under www.tactical24.com.

